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A B S T R A C T

Titanium alloys are difficult to machine using conventional methods, therefore, nonconventional processes are
often chosen in many applications. Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is one of those nonconventional pro-
cesses that is used frequently for shaping titanium alloys with their respective pros and cons. However, a good
understanding of this process is very difficult to achieve as research results are not properly connected and
presented. Therefore, this study investigates different types of EDM processes such as, wire EDM, die-sink EDM,
EDM drill and hybrid EDM used to machine titanium alloys. Machining mechanism, tool electrode, dielectric,
materials removal rate (MRR), and surface integrity of all these processes are critically analysed and correlated
based on the evidence accessible in literature. Machining process suffer from lower material removal rate and
high tool wear while applied on titanium alloys. Formation of recast layer, heat affected zone and tool wear is
common in all types of EDM processes. Additional challenge in wire EDM of titanium alloys is wire breakage
under severe machining conditions. The formation of TiC and TiO2 are noticed in recast layer depending on the
type of dielectrics. Removal of debris from small holes during EDM drilling is a challenge. All these restricts the
applications EDMed titanium alloys in high-tech applications such as, aerospace and biomedical areas. Most of
these challenges come up due to extraordinary properties such as, low thermal conductivity, high melting point
and high hardness, of titanium alloys. Though hybrid EDM has been introduced and there is some work on
simulation of EDM process, further developments in EDM of this alloy is required for widening the application of
this methods.
1. Introduction

Conventional or traditional machining methods remove materials by
plastic shearing for example, formation of chip (for example, broaching,
drilling, milling, turning), abrasion (for example, lapping, grinding) or
micro-chipping (for example, polishing micro-abrasive and blasting).
However, it is costly to use traditional machining processes to difficult-
to-machine materials for example, nickel-based alloys and titanium-
based alloys in general (Pramanik, 2014a; Pramanik and Littlefair,
2014; Pramanik et al., 2009). This is due to high tool wear, extended
machining time and, impossible to achieve some complex/intricate
(A. Pramanik).
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shapes by this process. Mechanical properties and metallurgical distinc-
tiveness of titanium alloys make it complicated and costlier to machine
than that of steels with similar range of hardness (Pramanik, 2014b;
Pramanik and Littlefair, 2015). Despite poor machinability, tita-
nium/titanium alloys are widely used in medical (for example, dental
implants, spinal fusion cages, finger and toe replacements and bone plate
expandable ribs cages), aerospace, marine, chemical processing and
automobile sectors (Pandey and Dubey, 2012).

Hence, non-traditional machining methods are applied to process ti-
tanium alloys. Amongst different non-traditional machining procedure,
EDM is widespread owing to its adaptable ability to cut difficult-to-
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machine materials in complex shapes (Pramanik et al., 2018; Pramanik
and Basak, 2016). During EDM, the workpiece is dipped in dielectric
liquid to create a encouraging surrounding for electric sparks to happen
(Pramanik et al., 2018; Pramanik et al., 2018; Pramanik and Littlefair,
2016). Spark erosion takes place in the vicinity of electrodes and forms
expected three/two dimensional figures by melting/evaporating the
workpiece material (Kumar et al., 2018; Pilligrin et al., 2018; Pramanik
et al., 2019). It is a promising technique for various materials irrespective
of its toughness and hardness, as long as those are conductive electrically
(Pramanik, 2014a; Pramanik et al., 2018). In this process, an electrode
acts as a tool and the workpiece material itself act as other electrode. The
dielectric liquid acts as heat absorber and carries heat and debris away
from the machining zone (Alshemary et al., 2018; Pramanik, 2014a). The
higher melting temperature, specific heat and electric resistivity of tita-
nium alloys necessitate added energy to vaporize or melt this material
(Mahardika et al., 2008) during EDM process. In addition, poor thermal
expansion coefficient and thermal conductivity of titanium alloy makes
the process more challenging in terms of heat transfer and cause localized
discharges, arcing, short-circuiting and tool failure. These scenarios
decrease the efficiency of the process, results in lower material removal
rate (MRR) or even damaged machined surfaces (Gu et al., 2012).
Additionally, collision or adhesion of the molten drops on machined
surface is very evident and results in mushy platelets formation as well as
thicker recast layer (Soni, 1994).

The above information indicates that there are numerous studies on
different EDM processes of various titanium alloys and promising results
are obtained so far. All the studies are not linked and organised scien-
tifically to have a clear understanding of the processes when used for
titanium alloys. Therefore, it is imperatively needed to investigate ma-
terial removal mechanism, tool electrode, dielectric, materials removal
rate (MRR), and surface integrity for scientifically correlate the available
information. The understandings and outcomes from this investigation
will be beneficial to professional and researchers in this field to extend
the applications and processing of these alloys more economically. The
research methodology of this investigation is given in Figure 1.

2. Wire-electrical discharge machining (WEDM)

In this procedure, a metallic wire acts as tool electrode in EDM pro-
cedure that is comparable to outline cutting using a band saw. The wire
electrode moves through computer assisted numerical control to attain
three dimensional forms (Kumar, Khan and Muralidharan, 2019;
Mukherjee and Chakraborty, 2012).
Figure 1. Flowchart of this research.
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2.1. Mechanism

Generally, the nature of titanium alloy WEDM is identical to that of
other metal alloys. The temperature of individual spark is estimated as
20000 �C which erodes away a small (10�6

– 10�4 mm3/spark) amount
of material through melting and evaporating. Part of that material is
removed from the machining region by the dielectric liquid (Pramanik,
2014a) where the workpiece is submerged. The wire electrode is kept
under a constant predefined tension to minimize the lateral vibration of
the wire, and thus circumvent the tendency of incurring dimensional
inaccuracy in machined workpiece (Mukherjee et al., 2012). In this case,
wire electrode experience two relative motions with respect to work-
piece. Those are (a) the wire speed which it the wire electrode travel rate
from the top spool to the bottom spool and (b) wire feed which is the wire
electrode's rate of moving towards the workpiece while machining. As
titanium alloys require higher temperature duringWEDM, wire electrode
also starts to degrade as soon as machining commences. Therefore, a
cleaner machining at the top of the workpiece and, comparatively dirtier
machining processes coupled with degraded wire electrode are usually
noticed at the bottom of the workpiece (Pramanik & Basak, 2016, 2018).
The degree of dirtiness and degradation of wire electrode is highly
influenced by the thickness of workpiece and the associated machining
parameters.

Typical WEDM process for titanium alloy is shown in Figure 2 (a)
where the wire degrades severely as it travels through the machining
zone. In addition, the amount of debris increases towards the bottom. In
certain situations, especially for titanium alloys, the wear rate of wire
material very high while removing workpiece material, which reduces
the diameter of wire. This condition leads to wire rupture at the position
of smallest cross-section area under the influence of the maintained wire
tension (Pramanik and Basak, 2018).

Higher temperature is required to melt them down titanium alloy
during removal process. Heat generated (Q) in machining zone, as shown
in Figure 1b is partly used in melting and vaporizing the workpiece
material. A part of it (Q2) is conducted in titanium alloy and the rest (Q1)
is absorbed by the dielectric. The amount of heat conducted in titanium is
very small due to its lower thermal conductivity. Therefore, temperature
(T1) in machined surface is considerably greater than that (T2) below the
machined surface. This causes intense heat concentration in thin layer of
machined surface and a significant temperature gradient is experienced
by machined surface along the depth of the workpiece. The top layer of
machined surface also goes through quenching process due to continuous
circulation of dielectric. Therefore, properties of machined surface
changes significantly compare to that of bulk material. The recast layers
and heat-affected zone are thus prominent on machined titanium alloy
surface due to high temperature on surface and significant temperature
gradient towards the bulk material.

2.2. Wire electrode

Lower melting temperature of tool electrode material induces higher
wear. Generally, diameters of wires are 0.2 and 0.3 mm for finish and
rough, respectively. Nevertheless, typically the wire diameter differs
from 0.05 to 0.3 mm (Mukherjee et al., 2012). These are usually made
from tungsten, copper, brass, zinc-coated brass and molybdenum as well
as multicoated wires. Copper-tungsten or copper, brass and graphite
wires are commonly utilized to WEDM of titanium alloy. Brass material is
relatively more popular due to its higher strength, higher electric con-
ductivity, better draw-ability and aptitude to attain high tolerance
specifications (Antar et al., 2010). However, brass wire coated with zinc
performs better on titanium alloys due to its relatively higher melting
temperature and strength than that of brass wire (Nourbakhsh, 2012).
Moreover, the effectiveness of machining process is enhanced by zinc
coating as the coating induces cooling effect to protect the core. The
addition of zinc coating on brass also reduces the melting point of wire as
well as improves spark generation and reduces time for dielectric



Figure 2. Typical WEDM process for titanium alloy: (a) mechanical and electrical processes, and (b) thermal processes.
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ionization, which results in increased feed rate. The machining feed for
high-speed brass wire is around 1.5 folds lesser than that of zinc-coated
wire in similar machining conditions (Nourbakhsh, 2012). Figure 3
presents surfaces of titanium alloy machined with zinc-coated and
high-speed brass wires under same conditions. As noted from the pic-
tures, uncoated wire generated surface with more melted cracks, craters,
globules of debris and drops compare to that of coated wire because of
greater thermal conductivity and lower melting temperature of zinc
coated wire as mentioned above (Nourbakhsh, 2012).

Wire breakage during EDM of titanium alloy is very frequent and the
contributing factors are thermal load, tension in wire and dielectric
flushing capabilities (Nourbakhsh, 2012). Wire failure frequency is
directly and inversely proportionated to pulse on-time and pulse off-time,
correspondingly. Greater discharge energy produces excessive heat to
cause wire failure. The excessive heat softens wire material and stress
built up while the procedure drives beyond the ultimate strength of wire
material. The occurrences of wire break are greater at upper wire tension
and lesser flushing pressure. Wire rupture strikes at sudden excessive
temperature because of formation of undesirable arcs whilst the
debris/wastes of EDM are not cleaned appropriately. Larger tension in
Figure 3. SEM micrographs of titanium alloy machined with (a) zinc-coa
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wire might rupture the wire at lesser temperature as well in machining
region. Wire rupture could be instantaneous and/or gradual, neverthe-
less, the ruptured wire tips undergo necking (Pramanik and Basak, 2018).
The frequency of wire failure increases while machining complex forms
due to rapid change of discharge energy alongside the thickness of
workpiece. Moreover, the dielectric flushing capability also affects the
wire failure, which gets more pronounced during machining for thicker
workpieces. Relatively higher wire speed and feed rate reduce machining
load of the wire to a relatively shorter time thereby lowering the erosion
rate and rupture rate (Nourbakhsh, 2012).

2.3. Dielectric fluid

According to literature, only de-ionized or distilled water have been
used so far for wire-EDM of titanium alloys (Antar et al., 2010; Nour-
bakhsh, 2012; Prohaszka et al., 1997; Yan and Lai, 2007). These
dielectric fluids are also used during wire-EDM of other materials (Pra-
manik et al., 2018; Pramanik et al., 2015; Pramanik and Littlefair, 2016)
due to its low viscosity, rapid cooling effect as compared to that of hy-
drocarbon oil. Moreover, the lower cost and environmental friendly
ted brass and (b) high-speed brass wires (Nourbakhsh et al., 2013).
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behavior further aids towards the application of deionized/distilled
water as a promising dielectric for machining various materials (Alias
et al., 2012; Rao et al., 2010).

2.4. Material removal rate (MMR)

Nourbakhsh, 2012 suggested that dielectric injection pressure,
machining voltage, wire tension, wire speed and servo reference voltage
are not substantial process variables for feed rate that affect MRR. Ac-
cording to (Ghodsiyeh et al., 2012), the significant parameter is peak
current which influences MRR. (Devarajaiah and Muthumari (2018)
investigated the effect of interactions for different combinations of
pulse-on-time, pulse-off-time, current and wire speed on the material
removal rate. It was noted that the increase of wire speed and current
increases the MRR but the pulse-off time does not influence it signifi-
cantly. Initially theMRR increases with the increase of pulse-on time then
decreases with the further increase of pulse-on time. The peak current
upsurges local temperature and discharge energy, which significantly
increases the MRR. Amplified spark energy increases feed rate and results
in greater material removal. Generally, MRR rises with the upswing of
pulse-on-time although declines as the tension in wire increases as pre-
sented in Figure 4. In addition, MRR at lesser dielectric pressure (7 MPa)
is relatively lower. MRR rises and later stays nearly unchanged as the
flushing pressure rises. It appears that the debris congest the machining
region and sparks occur with no material removal at lower flushing
pressure. Instead, a steady machining atmosphere is sustained at greater
flushing pressure which results nearly constant rate of material removal
(Pramanik and Basak, 2018).

2.5. Kerf width

The kerf width represents the zones over which the material was
removed by the wire electrode under the action of discrete discharges,
which is higher than the actual diameter of the wire (Wasif et al., 2020).
Theoretically, the average kerf width can be approximated by adding
wire diameter with two times the spark gap. During wire-EDM process,
the kerf width is observed to be highly dependent on the discharge en-
ergy related parameters (peak current, pulse on-time and voltage) as they
control the intensity of discharges and the overall spark gap as well (Alias
et al., 2012). The wire material, wire tension and feed rate are other
parameters which influences the net kerf width, though not as pro-
nounced as the discharge energy related parameters. According to
Sivaprakasam et al. (Sivaprakasam et al., 2014), kerf width is minimized
at constant stable discharge and lower energy of discharge. Moreover, the
kerf width was observed to increase with decrease in the wire tension.
This is mainly due to the increased vibration of the wire electrode in the
lateral direction, which in turn correlates to higher concentration of
discharges in the lateral direction. Therefore, greater tension in wire
contribute towards a more favorable and stable kerf width. However, a
very high tension is also not desired as it increases the probability of
frequent wire rupture. Lenin et al. (Lenin et al., 2014) noted that width of
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Figure 4. Influence of pulse on-time, flushing pressure and tension in wire
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kerf increases as the pulse-on-time increases. In addition, taper appears
near the end of machining. (Alias et al. (2012) stated that, pulse-off-time
rise of 1–5 μs and peak current rise of 4–12 A upsurge the width of kerf
considerably. Nonetheless, impact of pulse-off-time was greater than that
of peak current. The optimal planning of machining parameters for width
of kerf were 5 μs pulse-on-time, 12 A peak current, 6 N wire tension and 4
mm/min wire speed.

Width of kerfs at bottom and top of workpieces usually differ owing to
wear or/and distortion of wire electrode, and alteration of dielectric
properties during WEDM. The difference amongst the widths of bottom
and top kerfs is minor as pulse-on-time alters. This could be because of
balancing out the distortion of wire electrode with the alteration of
dielectric properties because of the generation (oxide) of debris while
machining (Pramanik et al., 2019). Width of kerf at the top is consider-
ably greater than that at bottom at lesser flushing pressure which is
because of impurity in dielectric at lower pressure, this alters the elec-
trical behaviors of dielectric and reduces efficient removal of material.
Furthermore, new wire electrode produces greater kerf at the top. The
reduced kerf width at bottom is owing to the wire electrode wear. As the
flushing pressure increases, difference amongst widths of top and bottom
kerfs decrease by balancing the wear and distortion of wire electrode,
and alteration of dielectric's electrical behavior. Both bottom and top
widths of kerfs rise considerably as flushing pressure rises further. This is
could be because of superior cooling of wire electrode that decreases
distortion and wear, and cleansed spark region at greater flushing pres-
sure (Pramanik et al., 2019).

The kerf widths at the top and bottom reduce as the wire tension
increases. When the tension is lower, the wire is flexible and lengthier
which increase heat input and remove additional materials; conse-
quently, the kerf widens. On the contrary, at greater tension, wire elec-
trode is stiffer and the wire diameter reduces which contributes to
smaller width of kerf (Pramanik et al., 2019).
2.6. Surface integrity

The variation in surface topography is minimal with respect to wire
feed rate. A comparatively smoother surface is obtained when MRR is
lower (Alias et al., 2012). The surface quality decreases with the increase
of cutting speed and almost linear with surface roughness of 2.44 μm at
2.65 mm/min machining speed. Beyond this, surface roughness de-
teriorates drastically with further increase of machining speed. Surface
finish and dimensional errors are not affected by pulse-off-time. This fact
is very significant, as for critical processing conditions, pulse-off-time
could be changed according to the requirements for improved stability
of the system and precision of the cut (Sarkar et al., 2005). Crater size
rises with the rise of feed rate during WEDM of titanium alloys (Alias
et al., 2012). A polished cross-section of rim area generated from rough
wire EDM is given in Figure 5 (Klocke et al., 2011) which shows heat
affected zone, recast layer and surface cracks in the machined surface.
These defects could be minimized through optimizing process parame-
ters (Antar et al., 2010; Yan and Lai, 2007).
0 15 18 800 1100 1400 1700
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on MRR while WEDM of titanium alloy (Pramanik and Basak, 2018).



Figure 5. Cross-section of metallographic polished machined surface of
Ti6Al4V after wire EDM.
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Antar et al. (2010), reported WEDM of Ti6Al2Sn4Zr6Mo alloy using
uncoated brass wire under depth of cut of 45 μm, voltage of 120 V,
pulse-off-time of 6 μs, pulse-on-time of 0.1 μs, wire speed of 8 m/min,
wire tension of 20 N and current of 0.4 A. These conditions provided
surface roughness of 1.72 μm and recast layer thickness of about 9 μm.
However, with several finish cut (3 cuts) by gradual change in machining
parameters, average surface roughness and recast layer thickness come
down to 0.48 μm and 1.5 μm, respectively, under depth of cut of 2 μm,
voltage of 100 V, pulse-off-time if 0.6 μs, pulse-on-time of 0.4 μs, wire
speed of 8 m/min, wire tension of 18 N and current of 0.6 A. The
micro-cracks can be avoided by finish/clean cut. The residual stresses are
tensile in nature on the top surface and become neutral under 80 μm from
the top. The finish cut surface generates much lower residual stress
(tensile) compared to that of rough-cut. Minimum damage on machined
surface can be obtained after ‘clean cut’ which uses trapezoidal/adapted
pulse shapes with a duration of 50–1000 ns under ultra-high repetition
frequencies in MHz range (Antar et al., 2010).

Surface quality of titanium alloy generated from WEDM can also be
improved by utilising fine-finish power supply (Aspinwall et al., 2008;
Yan and Lai, 2007). This is transistor-controlled power supply, which is
consists of a pulse control circuit, two snubber circuits and a full-bridge
circuit to deliver the roles of anti-electrolysis, extremely little energy
pulse control and high frequency. The pulse-on-time of discharge current
could be reduced by tuning the capacitance in parallel to spark gap.
Higher capacitance gives longer and higher resistance to limit the cur-
rent, which reduce discharge current. The reduction of peak current and
pulse on-time reduces recast layer thickness (Yan and Lai, 2007).
(Aspinwall et al., 2008) used MOSFET field effect transistors combining
with ultra-fast regaining diodes which empowered complete control on
the form of electric pulse. This technique can generate trapezoidal cur-
rent pulses larger than 1000 A and slope of up to 600 A/μs, which ne-
cessitates machining zone inductance of �0.5 μH. Pulses are provided
with time lengths within 50–1000 ns. These ultra-short pulses in addition
to the high recurrence frequencies up to 330 kHz could be additionally
sliced to give ultra-high frequencies in the order of 10 MHz. In amal-
gamation with changed pulse forms, such as, bipolar pulses lower the
surface damage notably.

The machined titanium alloy surface from DC power supply changes
to blue and rusty due to oxidation through electrolysis. This degrades
the quality of machined surface, enhances untimely breakage of pro-
duced components and therefore prohibit the much use of WEDMed
titanium alloy in medical and aerospace fields. Though the oxidized
layer may be removed by additional machining processes, those influ-
ence overall cost and accuracy of produced components. Fine-finish
power supply minimizes the machined titanium alloy surface from
becoming rusty and blue. Thus, fine-finish power supply requires
reduced polishing time and attendant cost due to lower surface degra-
dation (Yan and Lai, 2007).
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3. Die-sinking EDM

Die-sinking EDM is different from WEDM as an anticipated die is
utilized as a replacement for wire in the former case (Gu et al., 2012). The
influence of different variables for example, dielectric flushing pressure,
pulse-on-time, dielectric fluid, peak current, etc. on the capability of
die-sinking EDM on titanium alloys are studied by various investigators
(Fonda et al., 2008; Laxman and Raj, 2014).

3.1. Mechanism

Similar to WEDM, mechanism of die-sink EDM is also controlled by
the properties of workpiece material. The cathodic tool polarity is
disparaging in sinking EDM because of excessive tool wear, Ti6Al4V
machining is not closely as lucrative as machining of various other metals
(Amorim et al., 2014; Klocke et al., 2014). This is clarified by the gen-
eration of titanium carbide (TiC) in subsurface layer of the workpiece
whilst the tool is anode. Carbon (C) to form TiC comes from the break-
down of hydrocarbon based dielectric fluid used during die-sink EDM.
Melting temperature of TiC is double compared to Ti6Al4V and thus hard
to machine by EDM. The subtraction of Ti6Al4V reaches negative values
for greater discharge periods, this was due to the adhesion of material on
workpieces. The removal rate of titanium alloys is generally greater than
that of iron alloys when the machining starts. This is due to inferior
thermal conductivity of titanium alloys, as this gives intense localized
temperatures and, consequently, higher material removal (Klocke et al.,
2018). Titanium carbide (TiC) does not form in the single discharge
cavities. Whereas the consecutive discharges in continuous EDM reduces
of anodic removal rate significantly (Fonda et al., 2008). Localized
temperature increases along with the expansion of plasma channel dur-
ing EDM. This decomposes and sticks carbon to electrode surfaces which
un-stabilizes the system and reduces discharge efficiency as well as MRR
(Chen et al., 1999). Since single discharge cavities exposed a larger
diameter by an anodic tool, power concentration of every discharge is
expected excessively small to detach TiC, as opposite to cathodic polarity
(Klocke et al., 2018).

3.2. Tool electrode

The prime necessities of tool electrode material during die sink EDM
are better electric conductivity, high melting point and lower rate of
wear. Hascalik & Caydas (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007) reported graphite,
aluminum and copper electrode materials for die-sink of Ti6Al4V tita-
nium alloy and found that, graphite electrode offer the uppermost MRR
trailed by electrolytic copper and aluminum. However, graphite elec-
trode also contributes towards worse surface finish and lowest wear
because of its higher melting temperature under all applied conditions.
Aluminum electrode displays the best performance in terms of surface
roughness. Greater MRR generally comes at the expense of surface finish
and afterword, inferior fatigue behaviour. A finishing cut is required in
this situation to improve the performance machined parts. Sivakumar
et al. (Sivakumar and Gandhinathan, 2013), utilized steel (EN24),
aluminum, graphite, electrolytic copper, tungsten copper, beryllium
copper, and copper impregnated graphite electrodes to machine Ti6Al4V
titanium alloy. Among all these electrodes, copper impregnated graphite
was found to be the best performing electrode based on MRR, electrode
wear and overcut (Sivakumar and Gandhinathan, 2013). Graphite elec-
trode can achieve a feed rate of 10.05 and 6.28 times higher than that of
aluminum and copper electrodes, respectively, during die sink EDM of
titanium alloy (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007). Powder metallurgy copper
slugs/buttons manufactured at various compressing pressures utilizing
highly pure (99%) powder with the largest particle size of 50 μm have
also been used (Ho et al., 2007). In this case, electrode material trans-
ported to workpiece surface was up to ~ 29 at %. However, it was ~ 78 at
% for powder compact (32MPa) electrode. Cu matrix reinforced with SiC
particles composite electrode has also been used. In this case, electrode
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has higher wear resistance and machined surface had a harder recast
layer that was formed due to generation of new phases of TiC and TiSi2
(Li et al., 2016). Mishra et al. (Mishra et al., 2018), used cryogenically
conditioned copper, normal copper and tungsten material tool elec-
trodes. Cryogenically conditioned copper electrode gave lower tool wear,
better surface finish and higher MRR as compared to that of normal
copper electrode. The electrode of tungsten gave rough surface and lower
MRR owing to reasonably lower thermal conductivity of electrode and
workpiece materials. For the same reason, presence of TiC is predomi-
nant in addition to Al8V5 in recast layer of workpiece material. Cryo-
genically conditioned copper electrode displayed comparatively more
TiC precipitation than that of normal copper. The electrode might be in
the shape of a solid bundled die. The bundled electrodes give increased
MRR and decreased tool wear rate, and makes it reasonably more prac-
ticable while rough machining of large-area compare to that of solid
electrode (Gu et al., 2012). It was found that, bundled copper hollow
electrode of hexagonal shape sustained peak current of as high as 127 A
which is much higher compare to what is used in solid single electrode
die-sinking. Under the application of internal flushing, flow speed rises
uninterruptedly from the center towards border in radial direction of tool
electrode. This effective flushing covers electrode surface partly by
expelled debris from melting workpiece materials and thus protects the
electrodes and wear of tool takes place uniformly (Gu et al., 2012).

The consequence of EDM variables on wear of electrode is shown in
Figure 6 (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007) and it is evident that, wear of
electrode is principally influenced by pulse off and on times. The wear of
electrode also relies on electrode materials. It was noted that, electrode
wear rises as pulse current and pulse-on-time rise. In addition, higher
melting point of workpiece material induces lesser wear of electrode
(melting point of Al ¼ 660 �C, Cu ¼ 1083 �C and Gr ¼ 3300 �C) (Lee and
Li, 2001). In addition, type of workpiece material is also important as
formation of TiC on machined surface increases electrode wear as the
melting temperature of TiC (3150 �C) is nearly double of that of Ti (1660
�C) and thus larger discharge energy is essential (Chow et al., 1999).

3.3. Dielectric fluid

The dielectric medium is usually kerosene for die sink EDM of tita-
nium alloy (Gu et al., 2012). However, other dielectrics also serve the
purpose. For example, Holsten et Al. (Holsten et al., 2018), utilized oil as
well as deionized water as the dielectric and observed greater MRR with
water (Ho et al., 2007). Oil dielectric was also used by Mishra et al.
(2018). The adversative consequence of TiC formation during machining
in hydrocarbon dielectric is well known as explained in previous section
(Chen et al., 1999; Holsten et al., 2018; Li et al., 2016). Greater MRR and
lesser electrode wear were noticed with distilled water over kerosene oil
(Fonda et al., 2008). There is an optimum concentration of added par-
ticles in dielectric fluid to improve MRR. Kolli and Kumar (Kolli &
Kumar, 2014, 2019) varied B4C powder content in dielectric and
Figure 6. Electrode wear rate while die-sink EDM of titanium alloy: (a) 50 μ
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demonstrated that, MRR raised with the rise of B4C powder content. This
might be due to an earlier decompose of dielectric, which decreases
insulating strength and leads to a greater MRR (Kolli & Kumar, 2015).
Furthermore, addition of surfactant and graphite powder in dielectric
meaningfully enhance MRR and, reduce tool wear rate (TWR), surface
roughness (SR) and recast layer thickness (RLT) at different conditions.
At beginning, MRR rises as the content of surfactant rises and then re-
duces with additional rise of surfactant content. Chow et al., (Chow,
Yang, Lin and Chen, 2008), used a rotating disk copper electrode below
the workpiece during micro-slit die-sink EDM of Ti-6A1-4V alloy. Pure
water and SiC powder mix were utilized individually as dielectric where
the content of SiC powder was 25 g/l. Pure water dielectric for Ti–6Al–4V
provides greater MRR and lesser TWR and smaller expanding-slit by
engaging negative polarity. SiC powder mixed water sources a greater
electrode wear and expanding-slit but smaller burr than those of pure
water. SiC powder in pure water increases conductivity. Consequently,
breakdown voltage is lesser than that of pure water, which raise MRR.
SiC powder in pure water encourages a bridge function and dispersion of
discharge energy. This indicates that, there are some discharge routes
occurrence in various time recesses in desired discharge period. Conse-
quently, one desired discharge forms few discharge craters. Each dis-
charging waveform has a unique influence in pure water and SiC powder
mixed water dielectrics. The discharging waveform was steady with the
input pulse in pure water, and on the other hand, responded waveforms
were completely dissimilar to primary input pulse in SiC mixed water.
Therefore, several discharging affects were generated from a single input
pulse, which took place because of the dispersal of discharge energy. A
series of situations may take place on how discharging energy dispersal is
affected in SiC powder mixed water. The electrode gap in pure water is
smaller and craters are larger for higher insulation of water. On the other
hand, SiC powder in pure water may extend electrode gap (Gapw <

GapwþSiC) as SiC powder induces the bridging effect and reduces the
insulation of water. Therefore, a discharge column was simply generated
because of bridging effect and produced a smaller crater as a result of gap
expansion and corresponding discharge waveform. Nonetheless, either
the comparative movement in discharge gap or the flow of dielectric
might disrupt the additional powder in the gap and vanishes the transient
bridging as well as discharging column effect. The insulating state in
dielectric was then recovered. The flowing powder in dielectric generates
another bridging, discharging column and a smaller crater successively.
The gap voltage waveform in discharge gap was noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, discharge column disappears again and insulating status in
dielectric is recovered as explained details by Chow et al. (2008).

3.4. Material removal rate

Sivakumar and Gandhinathan (Sivakumar and Gandhinathan, 2013)
found that MRR in die-sink EDM is primarily influenced by pulse-on-time
and discharge current. On the contrary, the tool wear was highly
s pulse-on-time and (b) 25 A peak current (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007).
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sensitive to varying pulse off and on-times, while the effect of discharge
current is not significant. The over cut is generally dictated by the con-
centration of the discharge current as compared to the pulse off and
on-times. Gu et al. (2012), considered different set of input parameters
and mentioned that, dielectric flow rate, peak current and interactions
between peak current and pulse on-time substantially contributes to
varying MRR. The tool wear is pointedly influenced by the rate of
dielectric flow and peak current in die-sinking EDM (Gu et al., 2012).
Maximum working current of 25 A gives a highest MRR of 77.181
mm3/min when graphite electrode was used. MRR rises as pulse-on-time
rises until 200 μs and it decreases with additional increase of
pulse-on-time (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007). Removal of material during
die-sink EDM of Ti6Al4V alloy does not take place at positive polarity of
tool. This is due to the fact that, all discharge durations because of the
generation of a TiC layer on the machined surface, acts as thermal barrier
and thus, significantly impede material removal (Holsten et al., 2018).
However, a tool negative polarity is feasible for this material as layer of
TiC was comparatively thin and discontinuous in nature. This incipient of
TiC layers are removed by greater power density occurrence on work-
piece. The primary source of carbon accumulation is the oil dielectric
instead of graphite tool electrode (Klocke et al., 2018).

3.5. Surface integrity

Positive polarity of tool electrode results in machined surface with
cluster of cracks without any noticeable craters. However, negative po-
larity of tool produces surfaces with curved in craters without any
apparent cracks. Formation of cracks is probably due to brittle/hard
material classes on machined surface as result of anodic tool polarity. Ho
et al. (2007), attained a varied recast layer thickness within ~4–11 μm,
where rougher layer is obvious with positive polarity of tool electrode.
Under tool negative polarity, recast layer was comparatively brighter,
thinner and sporadic which (Ho et al., 2007) comprises a face-centered
cubic (fcc) structure rich in carbon, indicating the presence of TiC. The
size of grains of this layer was bigger for anodic tool polarity compare to
that of cathodic polarity of tool (Holsten et al., 2018). The electrode
materials also diffuse to machined surface. For example, Si and Cu were
travelled from Cu–SiC electrode to workpiece and form TiSi2 and TiC
phases (Li et al., 2016).

Integrity of die-sink EDMed Ti6Al4V surfaces comprises roughening
due to disintegration of recast layer, micro cracks, melted drops and
debris (Nair et al., 2019). Just under the recast layer, a little tempered
layer is also evident just like heat-affected zones (HAZ) in case of welded
joints. The structure of such layer might be hexagonal martensitic (α0)
depending on the cooling rate experienced by the material. Hardness of
this layer is meaningfully greater than bulk because of Ti24C15 formation
(Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007). In addition, diffusion of carbon also took
place on EDMed Ti–6Al4V surface and henceforth, resulted higher
micro-hardness due to carburization of the surface. The section of the
machined surface is shown in Figure 7 (a) where the top-most layer is
Figure 7. Die-sink EDMed titanium alloy (a) cross-section view under following mac
(b) surface morphology view under following machining condition: 12 A peak curre
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recast layer followed by marginally tempered layer and bulk material,
correspondingly. Recast layer is generated by rapid solidification of
unflushed molten material. This layer also specifies temperature
dispersal experienced in workpiece throughout the process. Average
thickness of recast layer rises as pulse-on-time rises at a persistent pulse
current. It additionally rises meaningfully with the rise of pulse current at
greater voltage and pulse-on-time as well as lesser flushing pressure and
pulse-off-time (Verma and Sajeevan, 2015). The material of tool elec-
trode obviously affects the thickness of recast and tempered layers.
Density of surface cracks depends on average recast layer thickness
where the thicker recast layer reduces density of surface crack. Surface
cracks could be reduced at 3 and 6 A pulse currents for graphite and
aluminum electrodes, correspondingly, while copper electrode generated
surface cracks at all applied settings (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007).

The machined surface, as shown in Figure 7 (b), comprises numerous
miniscule unevenness related to spark between two electrodes, which
causes globules of debris, pockmarks, craters, cracks etc. Figure 8 shows
the influence of pulse current on titanium alloy surface generated from
die-sink EDM. Greater discharging energy interrupts sparks and impul-
sive forces, which gives larger and deeper erosion craters as evident in
Figure 8 (a). Figure 8 (b) presents a smoother surface compare to that in
Figure 8 (a) due to lesser input current. Surface finish is directly related to
peak voltage. Greater electric field is formed at high voltage and sparks
happen easily, resulting rougher surface. Wire tension also contributes to
surface finish where a smooth surface could be achieved at least vibration
in wire which occurs at higher tension in wire. The surfaces generated by
Cu–SiC electrode contains spark marks of larger radius, lesser cracks and
harder recast layer than that by Cu electrode (Li et al., 2016).

Integral phenomena of EDM for example, arcing pulses, open circuit
and short circuit, decrease the efficiency of sparking efficiency, which
reduces overall performance. Efficiency of sparking is further decreased
in drilling or cavity sink EDM because of recurrent short circuits occur-
rences in the existence of abundant debris in the spark gap. This neces-
sitates active removal of debris from gap (Soni and Chakraverti, 1994).
The main problems of die sink EDM are ineffective gap cooling and
non-efficient flushing that induce collision or adhesion of molten pre-
cipitations on machined surface giving a thicker recast layer and mushy
platelets (Soni, 1994). To overcome these limitations, side flushing is
generally considered. Orbital motion of tool electrode is typically applied
and rotation of tool electrode is ideal in drilling or micro EDM methods.
Flushing through internal holes is characteristically applied for
macro-hole-drilling methods (Gu et al., 2012).

The powder particles in dielectric are energized and move in a zigzag
style when voltage is applied through the electrodes. Those produce a
structure similar to that of a chain in spark gap, which bridges the gap.
This also diminishes dielectric strength and gap voltage which start series
of discharges. Frequency of spark increases as a result of flushing the
debris efficiently away from the gap. This causes an active discharge
transmissivity under sparking region because of raised thermal conduc-
tivity. Henceforth, MRR upsurges in powder mixed dielectric (Kolli &
hining condition: 6 A peak current, 100 μs pulse-on-time with graphite electrode
nt, 100 μs pulse-on-time with copper electrode (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007).



Figure 8. Die-sink EDMed titanium alloy surface at peak current of: (a) 25A and (b) 3A (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007).
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Kumar, 2015) and surface morphology contain irregular sizes of craters
and debris which gives rougher surface. When graphite powder is
incorporated, concentration of powder increases impulsive forces, and
conductivity rise severely which give greater discharge energy density
and gas explosions. At the start of gas explosion, materials breakdown
and plasma zone extended, which increase surface roughness with larger
and deeper craters. Tool wear rate decreases with the rise of ‘span 20’
surfactant and graphite concentration. However, recast layer thickness
increases at first with the increase of these powder concentration and
then reduces as powder concentration rises further (Kolli & Kumar,
2015). The application of bioactive hydroxyapatite powder suspension in
dielectric cause calcium and phosphorus incorporation into recast layer.
These elements improve hardness and induce anti-scratch properties on
machined surface of pure titanium. Furthermore, hydroxyapatite sus-
pension dielectric (5 g/L) generates smoother surface (Ra of 2.1 μm) and
comparatively thin recast layer (~9 μm) with MRR of about 6.4 � 10�4

g/min during machining of titanium with grade-2 pure titanium rod
electrodes and much lower compare to that in water dielectric. However,
increasing hydroxyapatite content gradually rises recast-layer thickness,
surface roughness, electrode wear rate, and MRR (Ou and Wang, 2017).
The use of calcium chloride aqueous solution, during machining of tita-
nium alloy with graphite electrode, produced calcium enriched uneven
surface, in the form of titanium perovskite, which was credited to the
incidence of re-solidification as well as ion embedding. A porous layer
was noted on lateral section underneath a sample where an even hard-
ened layer was generated up to a depth of around 200 μm from the
surface (Sales et al., 2016).

4. EDM drilling

EDM also contributed towards increasing attention in producing
micro-holes with greater aspect ratio in titanium alloy (Plaza et al.,
2014). The modified version of die-sink EDM is EDM drilling where the
diameter and length of holes are relatively smaller and larger, respec-
tively. In this case, diameter of tool electrode varies from 0.1 to 10 mm
(Gill and Singh, 2010; Tang and Du, 2014). EDM drilling penetrates
considerably deeper at faster rates compared to nearly any other drilling
process with the help of electrode guide and flushing effects. Drilling
rates up to 1 mm/s can be attained with a diameter-to-length 1:150. This
methods have been applied for creating holes in fuel injectors, turbine
blades, coolant holes in cutting tool, medical equipment, plastic mold
vent holes, hardened punch ejectors, and wire EDM starter holes (Yilmaz
and Okka, 2010).

4.1. Mechanism

Similar to that of WEDM and die-sink EDM, mechanism of EDM
drilling also depends on the behavior of workpiece material for example,
high melting point and low thermal conductivity. Energy dispersal is
significantly manipulated by power density on electrodes during drilling.
Higher energy could be dispersed into electrodes at greater power
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density. The ratio of energy circulation decreases with the increase of
discharge gap and pulse-on-time because of the enlargement of discharge
plasma. In addition to spark gap and pulse-on-time, polarity is another
crucial variable that can significantly influence energy dispersal features.
Generally, higher energy is distributed in anode compare to that in
cathode. The energy dispersal can also be influenced by geometrical form
of electrodes (Shen et al., 2014).

Debris removal turns out to be serious matter during fabricating
holes with elevated depth. Numerous methods have been adapted to
improve debris removal, such as, rotating electrode, introducing
dielectric through tool electrode and incorporation of backward time.
A hole can be made by stationary as well as rotating electrode during
EDM of Ti-alloy (Yadav and Yadava, 2015). The researchers have
attempted to increase the effectiveness of stationary tool electrode
EDM drilling by incorporating rotational motion of the tool electrode.
Jeswani (1979) performed EDM by rotating tool electrode to drill
smaller holes of 0.19–0.71 mm diameter in high carbon steel with a
copper wire tool electrode. Similarly, Soni (Soni and Chakraverti,
1994) applied the technique to drill holes in titanium alloy by
copper-tungsten electrode and noted that, MRR was higher for drilling
through-holes than that of blind-hole at all rotating speeds. TWR
raised with speed, however, TWR was not influenced noticeably.
Wear of electrode corner and radius of hole corner in machined
blind-holes were lesser with rotating electrode (Soni and Chakraverti,
1994). Yadav and Yadava (Yadav and Yadava, 2015) showed ad-
vantages of rotating tool electrode over static electrode for drilling
holes on titanium alloy by varying tool rotation 300–800 rpm, duty
factor of 11–15% and gap current of 66–74 A in oil based dielectric.
Pure electrolytic copper (99.9 %) of 10 mm diameter was utilized as
tool electrode in a high accuracy CNC machine tool. Surface rough-
ness was found to rise as gap current and duty factor rises. Surface
roughness was achieved in the range of 2.30–3.33 μm by rotating
electrode; in contrast, stationary electrode gave surface roughness in
the range of 2.50–3.50 μm. Increase of tool rotational speed improved
the average hole circularity and smoothen the re-solidified layer. With
a stationary electrode, obtained average hole circularity was between
36–43 μm, whereas with rotating electrode it was about 22–23 μm.

Yilmaz and Okka (Yilmaz and Okka, 2010) used single and
multi-channel tubular rotating electrodes of brass and copper to drill
holes in Ti–6Al–4V and noted that, electrode with single-channel gave
greater MRR and lesser tool wear while electrode with multi-channel
provided lower surface roughness. Brass electrode is more effective for
achieving enhanced MRR. Single-channel brass electrode experienced
lowermost wear as compared to others which might be due to higher
thermal conductivity of brass and single channel got higher volumetric
consumption of dielectric compare to that of multi-channel electrode.
Multi-channel electrode provided better surfaces finish, which might be
due to better flushing, influence of multi-channel electrode that takes
away debris effectively, steadies’ discharges, and controls the
re-solidified process. Microstructural variations in machined surface of
drilled holes change hardness that reduce gradually along the depth from
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machined surface. Multi-channel electrode gave lesser range of hardness
than that of single channel electrode.

Plaza et al. (2014), applied electrode rotation, backward time and
helical shaped electrode to ease debris removal. Backward time was a
programmed time when the electrode moved backwards and facilitated
removal of debris. Helical-shaped electrodes also facilitated efficient
flushing. Machining times were reduced by 37 % while having 45⁰ helix
angle and 50 μm flute-depth for 0.8 mm diameter CuW electrode. An
additional 19 % reduction in machining time was achieved with the in-
crease of flute-depth to 150 μm. All these improvements were due to
efficient flushing and removal of debris. Due to system instability, helical
geometry at the tip of electrode is not sustainable during whole operation
time. Therefore, debris from both electrode and workpiece are not
removed properly, and generate further instability that result in conical
shape hole. This can be avoided by re-sharpening through EDM-cutting
the broken tip in the same machine where drilling was done. Longer
backward time could give holes with higher aspect ratio, but it requires
more time. Electrode wear is not affected by backward time (Plaza et al.,
2014).

4.2. Tool electrode

Different tool electrode materials such as, tungsten, copper-tungsten,
graphite, brass and tungsten carbide were used during EDM drilling of
titanium alloy (Alias et al., 2012; Azad and Puri, 2012; Mondol et al.,
2015; Plaza et al., 2014). Plaza et al., (Plaza et al. (2014), reported that
graphite as electrode accomplishes better compare to CuW in lower
(under 0.15 mm) depth. MRR by graphite electrode decreases intensely
and tool electrode wear raised as high as 400 %while drilling with depth
beyond 0.5 mm. Copper electrodes undergo lower wear than brass
because of greater melting temperature of copper compare to that of
brass (Yilmaz and Okka, 2010) though brass electrode is more econom-
ical than copper and tungsten tools (Tiwary et al., 2015). CuW electrodes
perform much better than graphite electrode for micro EDM drilling of
high aspect-ratio holes in titanium alloy as 0.3 mm graphite electrodes
experience 16 times more wear resistance compared to that of CuW
electrodes to generate 0.5 mm hole (Plaza et al., 2014).

4.3. Dielectric fluid

Tap water, oil, deionized water, kerosene, and B4C added dielectrics
were used during EDM drilling of titanium alloy (Aligiri et al., 2010;
Murahari& Kumar, 2014; Shen et al., 2014). Tap water offers reasonably
high MRR with decreased machining cost without having any harmful
effect on operators as well as environment (Tang and Du, 2014). MRR is
greater with deionized water as dielectric compare to that of kerosene
while EDM drilling of Ti–6Al–4V alloy using 300 μm diameter tungsten
tool electrode. This is because of generation of oxide (TiO2) layer on the
machined surface in deionized water. This melts at lesser discharge en-
ergy compare to that of carbide (TiC) which is generated in kerosene
dielectric. Though the addition of B4C powder to kerosene does not
improve MRR remarkably, B4C powder in deionized water demonstrates
an exceptional rise of MRR because of effective dispersal of discharge.
Kerosene is decomposed at greater temperature by higher discharge
energy and generates carbon which adheres to the surface of micro tool
electrode and prevents quick tool wear, which is absent during the use of
deionized water. Henceforth, TWR is greater in deionized water than that
of kerosene. TWR is also higher in B4C-mixed deionized water than that
in kerosene. Overcut of micro-holes is small in lower discharge energy in
deionized water compare to that in kerosene. Nevertheless, deionized
water gives bigger overcut at greater discharge energy compare to that of
kerosene. Subsequently, accurateness of micro hole is greater at lesser
peak current and pulse on-time in deionized water and at greater peak
current and pulse-on-time in kerosene dielectric. Both dielectrics mixed
with B4C powder give greater overcut compare to that of pure dielectrics.
Experimental results showed that, DVEE (diameter variance at entry and
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exit hole) of producedmicro holes is lesser in deionizedwater compare to
that in kerosene dielectric. Nevertheless, larger peak current (1.5 and 2
A) gave greater DVEE in deionized water. Addition of B4C powder in both
dielectrics increased DVEE at lesser discharge current, but deionized
water mixed with B4C produces lesser DVEE at greater discharge energy
as compared to that in pure deionized water. Recast layer formation is
lesser in deionized water as compared to that in pure kerosene. The rise
of pulse-on-time raises the thickness of recast layer in both the dielectrics.
Formation of recast layer in B4C powder mixed dielectric is relatively
lower than that with pure deionized water or kerosene. This is because of
more efficient removal of debris by pure dielectrics from the discharge
gap. Deionized water and B4C powder mixed deionized water dielectrics
give smoother surfaces than those in kerosene and B4C powder mixed
kerosene respectively (Kibria et al., 2010).

4.4. Material removal rate

As reported by Mondol et al. (2015), MRR and TWR rise with the rise
of capacitance while micro-drilling of titanium alloy. At 110 V voltage
and 100 nF capacitance, MRR was highest. On the other hand, 130 V
voltage and 100 nF capacitance gave highest TWR. The wear ratio (WR)
was highest at 106 V voltage and 8 nF capacitance. The overcut was
lowest at 130 V and 1 nF, and taper was lowest at 90 V and 1 nF. The
voltage and capacitance should be between 95–120 V and 27–31 nF for
highest MRR and least TWR, respectively. The ranges of voltage between
100 and 112 V, and capacitance between 25 and 40 nF were suitable for
higher MRR and WR. The voltage and capacitance ranges should be
114–128 V and 12–25 nF, correspondingly, for greater MRR and lesser
overcut. The ranges of voltage and capacitance should be 94–112 V and
14–20 nF, correspondingly least taper with highest MRR. Pulse-on and
pulse-off-times do not noticeably affect MRR until certain depth of hole is
achieved. However, MRR increases significantly with pulse-off time
when depth of hole is beyond certain limit. On the other hand, tool wear
increases significantly with pulse-on-time when the depth of drill is
larger than certain value (Plaza et al., 2014). It was reported that deep
cryogenic treatment of titanium 6246 alloy enhanced WR, MRR and
lowered TWR (Gill and Singh, 2010). Tang and Du (Tang and Du, 2014)
used red copper rod electrode of 10 mm diameter and 100 mm of length
in tap water dielectric. With the change of machining parameters from
(discharge current 11 A, ration of pulse-on to pulse-off-times 30/70 and
gap voltage 30 V) to (discharge current 11 A, ration of pulse-on to
pulse-off-times 50/50 and gap voltage 25 V), MRR increased from 1.28 to
2.38 mm3/min, TWR reduced from 0.14 to 0.10 mm3/min and SR
reduced from 2.37 to 1.93 μm. The generated holes in these two condi-
tions are shown in Figure 9. The machining variables sequenced in the
order of comparative importance: the ratio of pulse-on to pulse-off-times,
discharge current, lifting height and then gap voltage. Tiwari et al.
(Tiwary et al., 2015), found that, optimum parameters for micro-EDM
with 300 μm brass tool electrode in oil based dielectric during
machining of Ti6Al4V are pulse-on-time of 1 μs, current of 2.5 A, voltage
of 50 V, and wire tension of 0.20 kg/cm2. Highest MRR attained was
0.0777 mg/min, and minimum TWR, OC, and taper was 0.0088 mg/min,
0.0765 mm, and 0.0013, correspondingly. The entry and exit of hole
machined under these conditions were investigated. The edges of the
hole were not perfectly smooth where the entry of the hole was cleaner
than the exit of the hole apparently.

4.5. Surface integrity

Similar to other EDM processes, EDM drilling also generate rougher
surface with recast layer. The holes and correspondingmachined surfaces
at diverse machining circumstances are presented by (Pradhan et al.
(2008). No crack on machined was visible for machining condition
considered but the appearance of machined surface is very similar to a
typical surface achieved from any EDM process. Melted drops and craters
are absent, pockmarks, and globules of debris are more obvious.



Figure 9. Side wall morphology of machined hole: (a) discharge current 11 A, pulse-on-time 30 μs, pulse-off-times 70 μs and gap voltage 30 V, and (b) discharge
current 11 A, pulse-on-time 50 μs, pulse-off-time 50 μs and gap voltage 25 V (Tang and Du, 2014).
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However, cracks in machined surface obtained by Yilmaz and Okka
(2010), who also noticed that single-channel brass electrode generates a
surface with larger melted drops and debris. The quality of surface
formed by multi-channel brass electrodes was smoother with fewer
cracks and debris. This could be described by better flushing of
multi-channel electrode. It was reported that carbon and oxides particles
are less in 0.5 A peak current, 20 μs pulse-on-time, 0.5 kg-cm2

flushing
pressure, 95% duty factor, which validates this machining condition
produced minimum recast layer thickness (Pradhan et al., 2008).
Microstructural variations (in SEM (Gorji et al., 2020)) in the HAZ of
drilled holes cause the alteration of hardness that is progressively
declining along the distance from machined surface. Multi-channel
electrodes yield lower hardness compare to single-channel electrodes.
EDM fast hole drilling procedures harden Ti–6Al–4V alloy (Yilmaz and
Okka, 2010). While investigating the cross-section of surfaces at
machining conditions (a) 0.5 A peak current, 1 μs pulse-on-time, 0.1
kg-cm2

flushing pressure, 60% duty factor, (b) 0.5 A peak current, 10 μs
pulse-on-time, 0.1 kg-cm2

flushing pressure, 60% duty factor, and (c) 0.5
A peak current, 20 μs pulse-on-time, 0.5 kg-cm2

flushing pressure, 95%
duty factor condition, it was reported that carbon and oxides particles are
more in conditions (b) and (c) compare to that of condition (a), which
validates that machining condition of 0.5 A peak current, 1μs
pulse-on-time, 0.1 kg-cm2

flushing pressure and 60 % duty factor pro-
duce minimum recast layer thickness (Pradhan et al., 2008).

The increase of peak current and pulse-on-time rises the thickness of
recast later. The increase of pulse-on-time rises the period of effective
machining per cycle and melted material becomes re-solidified owing to
partial flushing. It was established that the cavities are created at recast
layer and rises with pulse-on-time and peak current. The surface of
micro-hole becomes rougher as the pulse-on-time and peak current rise.
The (Pradhan et al., 2008).
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5. Hybrid processes

The hybrid machining process deals with the combinations of con-
ventional EDM with one or two more processes to improve the overall
machinability. Such a combined process aims at lowering the disadvan-
tages associated with a specific process with the incorporation of an
additional process. Ultrasonic, laser and magnetic field assisted EDM
process has been successfully employed to improve the overall machin-
ability of titanium alloy in EDM process.
5.1. EDM-ultrasonic

The work reported by Kremer et al. (Kremer et al., 1989; Kremer
et al., 1991) were among the first pioneer to investigate the overall in-
fluence of a vibrating tool on the EDM process. The incorporation of a
vibrating tool electrode resulted in higher material removal rate with
improved surface finish. Furthermore, the authors reported that a proper
synchronization of the discharges and the ultrasonic vibration of the tool
electrode led to an all-round improvement of the machining capabilities.
Chen et al. (Chen et al., 1997) identified that the incorporation of ul-
trasonic vibration during EDM of Ti–6Al–4V alloy resulted in improved
material removal rate with better machined surfaces. The improvement
in the overall machinability of titanium alloy in ultrasonic assisted
electric discharge machining (USEDM) was mainly due to the restraining
of discharges is a small/specified location thereby leading to formation of
small debris. This in fact pertains to a more pronounced ejection of debris
particle from the machining gap by the constantly moving dielectrics.
Moreover, the severity of recast layer formation was reported to be
comparatively lesser with the incorporation of ultrasonic vibration in
EDM process.
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Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2000) reported that the incorporation of USEDM
with SiC as the abrasives, during machining of Ti–6Al–4V alloy resulted
in a homogenous distribution of the debris particle throughout the
discharge zone. This led to a better sparking and lesser arcing scenario.
As a result, an improved machining rate was observed. Moreover, the use
of distilled water as the dielectric fluid resulted in higher removal of the
workpiece material as compared to kerosene. This is however with a
compromise towards the measured surface roughness. Furthermore, a
detailed analysis on the transverse section of the machined surface
showed a thinner recast layer formation with USEDM in comparison with
the conventional EDM process (Figure 10). The reduction in the recast
layer formation is mainly due to the higher rate of molten material
removal by the impinging abrasives and subsequent flushing actions.
Finally, a detailed analysis of the influence of the abrasive particle size
(3–9 μm) reported a better machining characteristic with smaller abra-
sive size in USEDM. Further, Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2012) reported
that the incorporation of SiC abrasive particles in USED milling resulted
in reduction of surface cracks as well on top of the previously reported
improvement in surface finish and recast layer severity. Huang et al.
(Huang et al., 2003) reported that the improvement in themachining rate
with USEDM increased the tool wear as well. However, the net increase
in the machining rate by more than 60 times outweighs the increased
electrode wear. A threshold ultrasonic amplitude of 8 μmwas reported in
their work for effective machining. Any increment in the ultrasonic
amplitude beyond 8 μm would led to a direct collision of the tool elec-
trode and the workpiece material, ultimately terminating the machining
process due to increased arcing and short-circuiting. Such a situation can
be effectively controlled by properly coordinating the ultrasonic ampli-
tude with the spark gap and the associated servo mechanism. Similar
inference of reduction in arcing/short-circuiting and increase in normal
discharges was also reported by Shabgard and Alenabi (Shabgard and
Alenabi, 2015) with the application of USEDM process. Moreover, it was
further reported that USEDMwas more beneficial in lower pulse energies
with regards to surface characteristic improvements and reduction in
thermal damages than higher pulse energies, as compared to the con-
ventional EDM process. It seems that the debris evacuation and flow of
dielectric are optimized at lower pulse energy.

Furthermore, Khosrozadeh and Shabgard (Khosrozadeh and Shab-
gard, 2017) made a comparison of the overall machinability of the
Figure 10. Typical SEM micrographs o
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USEDM with conventional EDM, powder mixed EDM (PMEDM) and ul-
trasonic assisted powder mixed EDM (PM-USEDM). A more pronounced
machining with better surface profile was observed with PM-USEDM as
compared to other techniques. The severity of surface cracks and thermal
damage were observed to gradually reduce with USEDM, PMEDM and
PM-USEDM processes as compared to conventional EDM. Further, the
thermal damage was observed to reduce by almost four times with the
incorporation of PM-USEDM as compared to conventional EDM process.
This substantially reduces the overall cost that has to be incurred towards
polishing of the machined surface. Similar inference was reported by
Yunpeng et al. (Yunpeng et al., 2014) during machining of titanium alloy
with Al and SiC powder as the abrasives. A reduction in surface rough-
ness, recast layer and residual stresses was observed in comparison with
the normal EDM and PMEDM.

Tsai et al. (Tsai et al., 2018) tried to identify the influence of tool
electrode materials on the overall machinability during USEDM grooving
of Ti–6Al–4V alloy. For this, three different types of electrode were
considered viz. copper (Cu), copper-tungsten (Cu–W) and graphite. The
machinability was found to improve with the application of ultrasonic
vibration with Cu and Cu–W as the tool electrodes due to the increased
flushing of the molten materials. However, a reverse behavior was
observed when machined with graphite as the tool electrode. This
inference was reported to be caused by strong layered atomic structure of
the graphite electrode which causes slag adsorption, thereby lowering
the effectiveness of the induced vibration. Another possible explanation
as stated by Hasçalık and Çaydaş (Hasçalık and Çaydaş, 2007) is the
formation of a hard TiC carbide layer on the machined surface, which has
a melting point of 3150 �C (twice that of Ti). As a result, an intense
amount of energy is required to break/melt the surface material. This
justification was in accordance with the variation in machining capa-
bilities of Ti alloy with Cu and Cu–W as tool to that of graphite tool for a
specific EDM parameters.
5.2. Ultrasonic μ-EDM

The application of ultrasonically vibrating tool electrode in μ-EDM
process paved a way to facilitate deep and small hole drilling of Titanium
alloys which was initially a difficult method owing to the low thermal
conductivity and high tenacity (Wansheng et al., 2002). The high
f the recast layer (Lin et al., 2000).
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frequency alternating press shock wave generated in ultrasonic assisted
micro electrical discharge machining (μ-USEDM) induces a high liquid
pressure difference in the machining zone. This substantially improves
the flow behavior of the liquid, thereby lowering the probability of
accumulation of debris particle around the machining zone. As a result,
the arcing phenomena reduces considerably, thereby enhancing the
overall machining stability and effectiveness. Moreover, the cavitation
effect produced in μ-USEDM favors re-boiling of the fused material in the
eroded crater due to the rapid drop in the pressure. This in turn, facili-
tates ejection of the fused metal, thereby lowering the liquid metal
re-solidification on the machined surface. Thus, such a scenario ulti-
mately leads to effective drilling of deep and small holes with lesser
severity of recast layer formation. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the
capability of drilling deep micro holes of Ti–6Al–4V using μ-EDM and
μ-USEDM process. As observed from the figure, μ-EDM fails severely to
drill high aspect ratio holes due to intense electrode wear, while suc-
cessful micro drilling was observed with μ-USEDM. Moreover, the single
notch type electrode yielded a faster machining rate as compared to the
circular shape electrode during μ-USEDM. This is mainly due to the
increased space for debris particle flow in the machining zone, which
increases the overall efficiency while minimizing the taper as well.

Similar inference was also reported by Mastud et al. (Mastud et al.,
2014) during reverse μ-USEDM to generate high aspect ratio micro tex-
tures and micro arrays. The successful fabrication was achieved due to
the enhanced dispelling of debris particle from the machining zone with
the incorporation of a vibrating tool. Further, it was observed that
increasing the frequency and the amplitude of the tool electrode vibra-
tion impedes a higher average velocity of the eroded debris particle. This
is mainly due to the higher momentum imparted to the debris with an
increase in the velocity of the electrode. In their work, a maximum
particle velocity of 2.1 m/s was observed with a frequency of 6 kHz as
against 0.81 m/s and 0.59 m/s for 1 kHz and stationary electrode.
Moreover, the detailed voltage current characteristics depicted reduction
in arcing/short-circuit scenario, indicating lower debris agglomeration,
thereby leading to an improved process stability. In continuation of the
work, Singh et al. (Singh et al., 2018) performed a detailed parametric
analysis in μ-USEDM of Ti alloy using tungsten carbide as the electrode.
The MRR was observed to be positively influenced by pulse current,
pulse-on-time and ultrasonic power. Further, it was reported that for a
particular EDM parameter, the tool wear and the taper angle of the
drilled hole decreases gradually with an increase in the ultrasonic power.
This is mainly due to effective flushing and debris removal with an in-
crease in the ultrasonic vibration. Moreover, the machined surface of the
drilled hole was observed to possess a small amount of recast layer due to
Figure 11. Capabilities of high aspect ratio micro-drilling of Ti–6Al–4V alloys
(Wansheng et al., 2002).
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the increased flushing capabilities with the application of a vibrating
micro tool.

5.3. Laser-EDM

The major disadvantage associated with micro-EDM process is the
incapability to remove material at a very high rate. While, laser
machining suffers greatly on the machined surface characteristics. The
combined laser-EDM process as reported by Al-Ahmari et al. (Al-Ahmari
et al., 2016) focuses on lowering the disadvantage associated with the
individual processes. The hybrid technique focuses on initial drilling
using a Nd:YAG laser of wavelength 1064nm, and subsequent finishing
using a μ-EDM process, with varying parametric combination. Here, an
initial laser drilling was performed over a diameter of ~150 μm. Further,
the laser processed hole were EDMed with a brass tool of diameter 200
μm. The hybrid process resulted in reduction of the taper angle due to the
reduced nature of tool wear rate and higher flushing capabilities.
Moreover, the machining time was reported to reduce by ~65% as
compared to the normal μ-EDM process. The improved machining rate
was observed to be mainly influenced by the reduction in short-circuiting
and arcing scenario in the hybrid process which facilitates a faster travel
of the tool electrode towards the workpiece.

5.4. Magnetic field assisted EDM

Heinz et al. (Heinz et al., 2011) reported a novel technique to improve
themachinability of non-magnetic material (Ti Grade 5) in micro EDMby
incorporating an additional magnetic field in the machining zone. The
magnetic field in the machining zone had a direct influence on the
plasma and debris particles due to the generated Lorentz force. A proper
control of the orientation of the Lorentz force along the work piece sur-
face resulted in shifting of the debris particle to a greater distance from
the melt pool. This facilitates a better removal of work piece material due
to the increased flushing by the induced mechanical effect. An
improvement of the material removal by almost 50%was reported by the
authors in their analysis.

6. Thermal modelling for EDM of Ti alloys

The method of numerically predicting the erosion mechanism of ti-
tanium alloy in EDM process was first carried out by Xie et al. (Xie et al.,
2011). The simulation was based on a single spark model formulated by
Dibitonto et al. (Dibitonto et al., 1989) and Patel et al. (Patel et al., 1989).
The heaty affected zone was positively influenced by increase in the
discharge current and pulse duration. The incorporation of latent heat
resulted in reduction of the peak temperature in themachining zone. This
is mainly due to the associated losses of heat energy to change the state of
workpiece from solid to liquid and liquid to gas. The results predicted by
the numerical simulation was observed to be in appreciable agreement
with the experimental results. Similar inference was also reported by Liu
et al. (Liu et al., 2014) during machining of TC4 in EDM process. Further,
the authors reported that they were able to predict the results with an
error of around ~10 % only. Kuriachen et al. (Kuriachen et al., 2015)
tried to predict the overall temperature and crater profile during μ-EDM
of titanium alloy. A higher temperature profile was observed with an
increase in the voltage and capacitance. A single discharge experimental
validation showed a fairly similar trend of the crater profile observed in
the numerical simulation. However, the numerically obtained crater
profile had a comparatively larger spread. This was mainly due to the
assumption that the plasma flushing efficiency is 100 %. On the other
hand, during actual experimentation, a portion of the melted materials
gets re-solidified instantaneously, which ultimately pertains to a smaller
spread as compared with the numerically obtained profile.

Mujumdar et al. (Mujumdar et al., 2015) made an improvement in
modelling of material removal behaviour of titanium alloy by consid-
ering the melt-pool, heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics. A
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two-stage method was considered by the authors to perform the analysis.
The plasma heat flux, pressure and bubble radius obtained from the
plasma model are used as the input variables in the melt-pool model to
identify the net material removal from the surface of the workpiece. The
numerical results were observed to predict the crater diameter in close
proximity with that of the actual experimental results. However, the
model over-predicted the crater depth. Such a behavior was reported to
be mainly influenced by the partial ejection of the melted materials and
subsequent re-solidification.

The occurrence of residual stresses post-EDM process is inevitable due
to the thermal phenomenon associated with the material removal
mechanism. A detailed analysis will yield a step closer towards minimi-
zation of the defects. Tang et al. (Tang and Yang, 2018) modelled a single
discharge crater profile to identify the extent of thermal phase trans-
formation on the machined surface and its subsequent residual stress
distribution. The Von Mises stresses was reported to initially increase
rapidly and then decreases with an increase in the depth. Moreover, the
stress concentration was observed to be maximum around the center of
the profile, and gradually decreases towards the periphery of the
discharge crater. The model predicted a maximum stress value at the
interface of the recast layer and heat affected zone, depicting the inter-
face region as the most vulnerable region to large plastic deformation. A
detailed analysis of the stress tensor depicts simultaneous compressive as
well as tensile stress component in the recast layer. Furthermore, the
stress behavior was reported to be highly influenced by the pulse dura-
tion and discharge current, which increases with a corresponding in-
crease in the above-mentioned parameters. Thus, the numerical analysis
could pertain to be an effective tool in identifying the depth of surface
material that has to be polished after EDM. Similar variation in the
simulated residual stress was observed by Murali and Yeo (Murali and
Yeo, 2005) as well, with maximum stresses around the crater center.
Moreover, the simulated stresses agree with the experimentally obtained
stresses using atomic force microscope and nanoindentation technique.

The movement of the debris particle and subsequent flow behavior in
the machining gap is an important aspect to relate deep hole drilling of Ti
alloys in EDM process. Zhang et al. (2017) developed a two phase (sol-
id-liquid) flow model with flushing and self-adaptive desaturation
concept. The variation in the velocity field, pressure field and debris
particle motion were identified numerically in the gap. The incorporation
of flushing depicted a gradual movement of the debris particle from the
machining zone. This lowers the probability of arcing in the machining
zone, thereby improving the overall process. Further increase in the
flushing velocity had a positive impact on the overall debris particle
removal. Similar inferences were also observed with varying pressure
field as well. However, the capability of efficient debris removal reduces
with an increase in the machining depth. During the expulsion of debris
from deep holes, there is an increased probability of discharges occurring
on the side wall by the traversing debris. This pertains to the taper
behavior which was observed in actual experiments as well. Moreover,
the presence of burn marks at the bottom of the drilled holes depicted
actual clustering of debris, thereby leading to arcing phenomena.

The concept of numerical formulations with regards to USEDM was
laid forward by Kong et al. (Kong et al., 2015) and Mastud et al. (Mastud
et al., 2015) by analyzing the debris and flow behavior during machining
of titanium alloy. Kong et al. (2015) numerically compared the nature of
bubble formation and corresponding motion in the machining zone with
and without the application of ultrasonic vibration. The improvement in
the overall machinability with USEDM was observed numerically due to
the increased bubble concentration in the machining domain. This in
turn, correlates to a more pronounced expulsion mechanism of the debris
and molten materials. Similar observation was also laid forward by
Mastud et al. (2015) as well by thoroughly analyzing the debris motion
and dielectric flow behavior, both experimentally and numerically. The
increase in the ultrasonic frequency and amplitudes led to a higher debris
motion and flow behavior which directly allied to an increased
machining capability.
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7. Future aspects

Titanium alloy is relatively expensive and specially used in aerospace
and biomedical applications due to its exceptionally desired properties.
Titanium alloys parts have to be defect free for those applications and
those parts are mainly produced from traditional machining process.
Though there are some advantages of non-traditional processes over
traditional methods for example, lower cost and ease of making complex
shapes, but traditional machining process changes the properties of
machined surface unexpectedly without any proper control.

Despite huge research interests in this field, many research challenges
are still unsolved. Innovative procedures are being established, and the
present techniques necessitate an inclusive understanding of the en-
hancements of properties of products and procedures for example, pro-
ductivity, performance, life expectancy, sustainability, robustness,
flexible automation, etc. It is anticipated to detect some vital research
areas needed for future expansion to attain anticipated processes and
products as given below:

� Development of models to predict the performance of EDM
techniques.

� Reference guidelines for impartial valuation and performance
assessment of existing methods side by side.

� Further progresses of hybrid methods by merging several methods so
that the demerits of distinct methods are minimized, and merits of
distinct methods are super positioned to augment machining
performance.

8. Conclusions

The highly desired properties of titanium alloy induce added
complexity and make machining procedure more challenging compare to
that of common materials. The EDM procedures have diverse arrange-
ments of removing materials by using different types and materials of
tool electrode, dielectric fluid and machining parameter. However,
mechanism of material removal is similar in different EDM processes
where electric arc generated at the vicinity of the workpiece. This
generate high heat which melts and vaporises the workpiece along the
path of tool electrode movement. The machined surfaces generated from
EDM processes consist of cracks, recast layer, residual stress and heat
affected zone due to high temperature generation, low thermal conduc-
tivity and high cooling rate.

WEDM is the most commonly used EDM process due to its versatility
due to a range of choices of tool wire materials and environment friendly
dielectric fluids (e.g., de-ionized or distilled water). In addition, as the
wire travels continuously the effect of tool wear is less on the machined
features. However, the flexibility of the wire electrode contributes to
dimensional accuracy and machining performance. The MRR in this
process can be as high as 33.6 mm3/min.

In die-sinking EDM, a rigid tool electrode of different materials such
as, graphite, aluminum, copper, etc. is used depending on the re-
quirements of surface finish and material removal rate. The wear of tool
electrode affects the geometric accuracy reasonably. Mainly hydrocarbon
dielectrics are used for titanium alloys which contributes to form TiC in
the recast layer. The MRR in this method can be as high as 77.181 mm3/
min.

EDM drilling is mainly used to drill micro-holes of high aspect ratio.
The tool electrode materials in this case are very similar to those of die-
sinking EDM. Tap water, oil, deionized water, kerosene, and B4C added
dielectrics are used during EDM drilling of titanium alloy. Debris removal
is the main challenge in this case which can be improved by rotating
electrode, introducing dielectric through tool electrode and incorpora-
tion of backward time. The MRR is very low which is around 2.38 mm3/
min.

Several hybrid EDM methods are introduced to avoid problems in
different methods. There are still deficiencies in techniques to control
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output parameters as required. Recast layer, tool breakage and tool wear
are key problems in EDM. Though there are techniques to avoid recast
layer formation, these are very slow processes and yet to use in practical
fields. Different hybrid EDM techniques have been introduced to improve
the performance but the full benefit from all these techniques is yet to be
exploited.
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